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Man Made: A Novella

Man Made: A novella, where some things aren't always what they seem, not even friends.Tyler's
having a really bad day. She's been fired, caught her live-in boyfriend cheating and then learns she
doesn't have a penny in the bank because the louse stole every cent. If that's not a bad day, then
what is?But luckily, for Tyler she has really good friends.
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Once again this woman has surprised me. I am a fan of Ms Frank's work. As a matter of fact I am
married to her main character Alfonzo Diaz Giacanti. Yes he is fictional please do not judge me.
Anyone who has read her previous novels know that you will get an emotional roller coaster of
emotions. Laugh out loud moments. Time when you are so upset that you want to throw something
and a since of unity with the characters that you feel that you are a part of their story. So surprise
surprise when you read this short story and it feels like she is writing your story. I have felt every
emotion that the main character felt. It was like Ms Frank 's had read my secret diary first and wrote
my story. It was funny. Showed sister unity. And low and behold it actually had a happy ever after.

Bravo ma! You did it again

First let me start by saying that I have been anxiously awaiting Man Made. I am a HUGE fan of
S.W.'s and that's not going to change. Yes, in my head she finished the book and released it on my
birthday for me, as my gift. LolNow, to the good stuff! If you have read any of S.W.Frank's books
you know that they are ALWAYS full of substance and deliciously good. Well, Man Made is no
different. It has a strong lead character in Tyler. She's having a day from Hell that turns into DAYS
from Hell. But, soon after her two best friends come to her rescue with a "plan." However, their plan
has a lot to be desired. Tyler is used and abused, but does not throw in the towel. She shows us
perseverance and makes some tough choices. She meets a great guy, who loves and accepts her
unconditionally. Her friends teach us about acceptance. And, the moral of the story is on point.Man
Made is different from S.W.'s previous books. There's not any hard-core crime, death, steamy sex,
or family drama like her previous books. But, it's still good. It shows her talent as a true writer with
depth. Plus, you get your usual humor, surprise element, and life lessons within the story. Another
plus is a sneak peak at her upcoming book about my baby, Fonzie pooh. Yummy!

As S.W. Frank uses her creative, and diverse talents to bring to her readers a short, yet complete
novella that reads like a parody and/or satire about growing social issues plaguing the world today,
she also, very subtly brings the message that Love does cover a multitude of sins! With strong and
very extraordinary characters, as well as a very lighthearted plot, laughter will flow from your belly,
your mouth will gape open in amazement and your head will be shaking with unbelief at the many
hardships and very unimaginable mishaps Tyler, the main character will encounter. Moving right
along, Ms. Frank, very strategically, throws in a twist that will have even the most non-accepting
person, cheering on the basic need for acceptance, and the very place where Tyler receives a
breakthrough and a little redemption in the form of a proposition planned and presented by a very
unique set of friends, and an unexpected love. S.W. Frank's Man Made is not your usual novella,
but instead a very intriguing Highly Recommended, Must Read, page turner, beginning with page
one and not ending until there's no more pages to turn, and you are left salivating from the mouth
for more! A job well done Ms. Frank!

Kudos, to S.W.Frank for capturing several past and recent headlines and weaving them into a light
novella! The adage whatever can go wrong will go wrong, and the choices that are made when a
person is down and out have a starring role in this novella. This enjoyable short read does not resort

to excuses; therefore, it does not even upset a reader's sense of right and wrong.This is a perfect
novella to read after reading any high octane novel; it will ease you back to a calm state of
equilibrium.Lights, Cameras, Action, Rolling ... Now, that's a wrap folks!!!

Lol...When a man is caught with his fishing rod in another hole, why do they say it's not what you
think? It's exactly what you think! I'm just glad Tyler wasn't speed bump and let herself get used and
played. What I really liked about Tyler is she was a strong woman who value her friends and their
friendships.I found this book to be a good fast read. It kept me interested and kept me rooting for
Tyler and for her to find happiness because let's face it Waylan was a mutt.

This is the first book I read by this author. Unfortunately it was only okay for me. The story has
merit, and I can see sparks of the great writing that makes this author so successful, but this story
has a bunch of holes. It's underdeveloped, in my opinion. Towards the end some MAJOR plot
details are disclosed, but they were mentioned casually, in a way that made me think I must have
missed it earlier. I actually went back and looked to see if this was the first time the details were
mentioned, and in each case it was. Interestingly, there's another book preview at the end of this
story, and that little preview is better than Man Made. I don't believe slapping the word "novella" on
a book is a good enough excuse to half-do the story.
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